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Race-of steo1llt and
.

1

verbal iteahvior of Teadher

1 ,

.

Roberr .. FeldAan

Virginia CommbtrwealthUniversity

Race has long been acknowledged as having a major effect upon the-

/teaching process,and classroom situation. However, the.mechanisms by

which racial factors exert An.influence ypon the educational process

are' still not.clearly understood.- In the present paper, the rlation-

Jr*"

ship between race and teachers' nonverbal behavior are examined in an

effort to identify at least one mediating factor for the effects of

race. The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate that teachers' tion-

Verbal behavior will
vary'subtly.according to the race of the student"

they are-teaching.

There is presently a good deal of evidenceshggesting that nonverbal

rbi
ehavior gives a valid indication of an individuals actual feelings. For

,
.

instance.* Ekmah (1965) manipulated subjects'
affective feelings while

wi 1

secretly photographing the subjects. Untrained judges viewing sample

w . ,

still photos were able to discern the affect 'subjects felt. Mehrabian. .

(1972) reported that positive affect is related to closer position, great-

er forward lean, more eye contact,.nd more direct body orientation toward

an interactant. an, Friesen, and Ellsworth (1972) reviewed data showing

that facial expre ns are related to emotions, and other-such relationships

were reported by Hall (1964), Exline and Winters (1965), -and. Mehra]) (1969),

Hence, it seems Lear from the litrature that positive

states result in differential nonverbal tiehavior..

and neg ive' affective

Furthermore, there are theoretical reasons d empirical

that the simple presence of a liked or disliked person can elicit an affect
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A relate quite directly to the case'of.white and black

interactions
if it can be shown that individuals have

ifferential attitudes
regarding persons

of the same race

hose of the other race. This possibility appears
to be well

vidence of both an
anecdotal and an empiriCal nature (Allport.,
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Simpson & Yinget 1972). The bulk of the research carried

eats that both blacIls and whites
generally hold, More positive

others of their owr4groupg.tfian
towards members of the other

It is possible,
then, that such differential

attitudes and

feelings are e i ited during interracial interaction
and are revealed nonverbal-1y



regardless of the verlyal bt+,avlor of the interactants. Thus, even `under

4

conditions in which same;- and different-race students. are acting similarly,

leading a teacher to behove In a verbally identical manner, it is possjhle

that differential nonverbal behaviors will occur.

In the_prAent study, white and black teachers were led to praise

verbally successful. white and black students. The'spoken content of tills

praise was IdenCical for all subjects. It was hypothesized that the non-

verbal behavior of the teacher--would.vary accOrding,to ,the race. of the
AA

sseudent; even when the-verbal behavior was invariant:

METIIOD

Subjects.

Subjects, who acted as teachers, were 40 undergraduate females

enrolled in introductory psychology classes. They received extra class

credit for participation in a y'oluntary subject pool. Half the subjects

White .and half were blA4.

Procedure

To observe subjects' nonverbal behavior under standardized condition;;,

4 situation was devised which kept spoken behavior constant across.all.

Conditions. Subjects were told that they would be acting as a teacher to

a.third-grade student.- They were given a brief lesson to teach their

student on trapezoid identification, and then they were told to administer

a 14-item test. The test presented both positive and negative instances

of trapezoids, alhd the students.' task was to identify the'figure as an ex-

Ample or nonexample of a trapezoid.
0,

Subjects were told that the test procedure, being of an experimental

nature, requiredthati they follow a set procedure in administering feedback.

4



When the student Answered
t item correctly,

he was to to told "4Phtr.

that's. good" and the teacher'Wts to proceed to 0-ie. next item. Whed\the

student- responded
incorrectly, the

teacher was to correct the student allA

explain why the answer was wrong. It was emphasized that only thephraae

"right-that's
good" should follow each correct response.

To ensure that the students performed
predominately well on the test,

and thus provide instances in which subjects would be verbally reinforcing

their student,
cbnfederates played

the role of student.
Unbeknownst to the

subject, a set pattern of answers was supplied in code.to the confederate.

The confederate
answered 12 of the 14 test items correctly and, toprovide

verisimilitude, A4te..erroneonPlY.

Two white male and two black male third-grade
confederates were used,

Subjects wee randomly assigned to teach one of the confederates
with the

restriction that each confederate
be used an equal number of times. Since,

O

the race of the subject was.also varied, subjects were assigned to confederates

in a way that resulted -in half the
white Subjects

teaching 6 white confederate

and half a black confederate, while half the black subjects
taught a white

and half taught ablack confederate.

Video tapes were made covertly of subjects'
faces as they administered

the test to the confederate.
The confederates

cduld hot be seen in the

recordings. A standaid 20-second
silent portion of each subjects behavior.'

was edited onto a new video tape. The sample included 'three instances in

which the subject verbally
praised the confederate.

Samples from all sub-

jects were randomly
ordered on the new, edited tape.



'Oucl.ges2

The 40 edited -samples were
shown separately to a group of 12 college7_

.i4W white judges and 20 s..olle:ge-age bl'ack judges, who were blind as to the

hypothesis of the, study°. ". The judges were told only that they would be seeing

a series .of individual teachers who were administering a set of exercises

their student. After viewing each silent sPfulpfc:, the judges were asked to

rate, using a six-point scale, how pleased tbe teacher appeared to be with

thy student. The. points.of the scale ranged from,"very'pleased" to "very

displeased" with the student. (It should be reiterated that the race of

sttident could not be seen on the video tape).

RE8ULTS

Data from the white and black judges were analyzed separately. Tor

each racial group's- ratings of how pleased the subject appeared to be with

her student, two orth °nal planned coMpari ons were carried out. Orfe

contrast compared judges' rat,ings,of white subjects who were verbally

/
reinforcing a white confeerate with white subjects Verbally reinforcing

4

a black confederate. The second planngd comparison contrasted _judgments

regarding black subjects praising a white student with black subjects

4
praising a black student.

Whfte judges' ratings. Results of the, white judges' ratings showed

-that white teachers, were rated as being significantly More, pleased with
o.

their student when they were praising a'whipe stud tit than-a.black student

(F=8.32, 2_ .G25). The mean rating for subjects tea'hing white students

Was 4.08, while9the.rating for teachers with a black s udent was 3.88,

where I=very displeased and 6=very pleased. (All means\are displayed in

Table 1.)

Judgments of the black teachers by the white raters showed no signifi-

cant differentiation
according to the race' of the confederate, on the ether
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hand. The planned cOMparison contrasting ratings of black teachers praising

a:- white student with blac.k teachers praising a black student yielded <a non-

.

slAtfificant requl t (F=1:44, 12 -.20) There was little judged di f ference

between blacks who mere teaching a white (11=.4.-27) or a 'black (l+1,4.111)

confederate.

In Summary, then, the ratings by the white judges supwrted the hy-

pothesis Of differential nonverbal behavior for at least the white teachtts.

White.teach6rs were judged to be more nonvAbally pleased with their white

studentA than black studentS. HoweVer, no difference could be discerned

by the white judges between bhe Wack teachers teaching a white student

versus black student.

Black judges.''rati4s. AnalySia of the black judges' ratings,rcvealea

'a contrasting pattern of results. Black judges did not distinguish MT,

ferenCe between white teachers,teaching a-white student compared. with white

"?f
teacbers teaching.a black; the planned comparison was not significant

(F=1.58, pL> .20). Whit e. eachars teaching a white student were given a

mean rating of 4.12, hile white subjects teachiq, a black were given a mo.m

rating of 3,99.

In contrast, black judges reliploly dist ngu shed dMong.black subject:;

teachlqg white versus black Students. The black teachers who were te.whing

black students were judged as being significantly mo pleased with.thir
o

students (M=4.64) than Were the black subjec :s teachin a white student%

(M=4.38; F=4.60, .05).

Overall, it appears that the hypothesis of differenti nonverbal be-

havior according tothe racial composition

1

f. a teacher-stud t dyad was sup-
..,

ported, at least when looking pt the judgmer.ts made by raters of the. same race

as the subjects in question., White judges

pleased nonverbally with white than black s

a.

aced white teachers as being more

udents; black fudges rated Marl,



deachers as showing more pleasui-m" with' black Chan white spudepts. Neither

1"

Ote nor black judges could
distinguish-reliably nonverbal- behavior differ nces

teachers of a race other than their own.

Discussion

3

Ignoring, for a moment, the inability of both whites and blacks to

decode other-race, nonverbal behavior, it. does appear that individuals

display differential nonverbal behavior according to the race of the .

person with whom they .are interacting. Even when being verbally positive

and reinforcing their very successiul student, the,whiteand black teachers

0
were judged (by sate-race raters) as being More pleased when their student

o.
was

11*

a iiI6mber of their

of ti, \ her race.

own race than when the 'student was a representative

Although the data appear to support the-original hypothesis of the

study, there are a number of alternative explanations fore the locus of

causality, of the results, It is possible that .the difference in nonvyrhal

behaVior between same- and ,different-race stude\uts situp may be due-to

expressions of anxiety. The teachers mdy have,8Yen more anxious when teach-

.
//

ing a child of a different race, and this anXiet, may have resulted in non-

verbal behavior that was interpreted by the judges\as 'displeasure.

Our-favored explanation,
hbwever, rests on the assumption that thy sub-

/
jects held differential

attitudes/toward same- and cross -race persons. ',rile-

/

mere presence of an individual:may
1111

repsumably evoke' nonverbal behavior in

an interactant that is representative of the attitudeheld toward that indivi-

dual. If such is the case, then the subjects' nonverbal behavior may have

been a reflection of the differential attitudes. Still, there is little
. .

evidence from the study to support either. hypothesis, and the underlying explana-

tion for Ehe present findings. remain unelear.



The inability the judges in'tle present study to detect differences

in nonverbal behavior of cross-race subjects is intriguing. It is.possi-

ble that.this lack of differentiation reflects an encoding difference

between whites and blacks; whites and blacks may behave nonverhally in

distinct ways. Equally plausible is the possibility that the Iac:k of

differentiation in other-race judgements is a. function of the decoding

process. The judges, may use a different set of judgement criteria when

,
, ,

.

.

.

making infereneoa
about'saMe- and other -race. individuals. Finally,

both encoding and
decoding proce4ses may vary. This partiOlar contro-

versy may be resolved through arl'OSectiy analysis, by trained coders,,,

of tie actual :nonverbal
behaViors engaged in'. by the subject::.

(Such a9

analysis is currentfy tincierway)

It should be noted that the results of the study provide a rather

robust demonstration of the phenomeno of differential nonverbal behavior

due to the racial composition of the teacher- student dyad. Because of

the procedure egolbyed, the verbal behavior of the subjects was. held

D

.
quite constant across all conditions,. thua'allowing differences in lion-

,

verbal behavior to be interpreted unequivocally. It is also important

to note that the nature of the situation and the concomitant verbal

be vior were of a highly pbsitiVe nature. Subjects were providing verbal,,,

reinforcement to a successful student that they were teaching. The confii--

mAfton of the hypothesis under these circumstances provides strong evidence,

for the existence o differential nonverbal behavior in dyadic interactions.

Results of the study seem to suggest some'potentially crucial factors

operating 4n the c assroom that deserye further attentiT If, for instance.;

students ale award of differential nonverbal
behavior accorded t wh4e\and
/

10
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bilack

l'earnin,g process.

stadenCSby

10

teachers, it is likidy that this will .have an int. ,,,nce on tin,

Likewise, it is posSjble that feelings:of confusion mav rt:r .

salt if, for example, a block student finds his white teacher..beip,g verbally

reinforcing but displaying relatively negative nonverbal facial expr6ssiens.

Farther research into the effects of differentihl nonverbal behaviorwould

seem critical.

11
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Table 1

,ReSults from Judges' Ratings of Teacher Nonverbal' Behavior

4

White judges' data (n=12)

Race of .Stdent

Race of Teacher ' White Black

White 4.08 3.88

lac6 '4,27 f.

12

Test of
Difference

.32, 11<-.025

.44, n.s.

Higher numbers indicate higher ratings of how plqa'sed the teacher

appeared 40 be with her student..

Blac14 judges' data n=0)

T

Race of Teacher

White

Brick

Race of. Student

Black°

3.99.

Test of
Difference

1=1.58, n.il?.

Higher numbers 0Aic.ite higher ratings how pleased the tea. her

-appeared to be with-her student.:

4


